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◊�    Chapter 1    ◊�
4  F O R  1

Z 
 
ing! Zing!

Game Explanation Text Box: …d-dare 
you… ENTER… the V-Va-Va…?! …*

The stuttering text trailed off  into a digital screech 
that made Anders, the Night Ranger elf  and newly 
Authorized Assistant Apprentice Administrator, 
execute the Wince Animation again—two new players 
had logged on.

Anders reflected back on when he’d gotten a 
mysterious email with a bunny watermark from 
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Tornado Tech, explaining his new position and what 
he was meant to do with it. He promptly quit his job as 
a barista and assumed the position immediately.

Fournimer’s Text Box: ouch! wow, 
Breaker really did a number on this 
place.

Fournimer’s right, Champion class centaur foreleg 
pawed uneasily at the sand in the entrance of  a badly 
damaged tunnel. The broken cavern gaped, snaggle-
toothed with shattered pillars.

Fournimer’s Text Box: oh, hey Guy… 
& Rocket.

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Text Box: 
Greetings and salutations friends. If  
my research is correct, and I am very 
thorough about my research, this 
should be the location of  the Earth 
Gigas. It’s a fertile oasis valley nestled 
deep in the vast arid expanse of  the 
Salazarm Desert. We would have gone 
through the Canyon of  Crossed Eyes 
but it is filled with the mangled rubble 
of  the Lushin Jungle when Breaker 



uprooted it and flung it there. Though 
deserts tend to be more fire element in 
my opinion the game designers went 
for an earth elemental, lush Nile Valley 
motif  for the Earth Gigas’ ar—

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Box Text: ena.

The boyishly slim Rocket Sorceress light elf  with 
the outrageously long and pointed ears adjusted the 
tiny round spectacles on her nose and shook sand 
from her skirt.

Roodg’s Text Box: tHAT IS SO 
GNARLY. Breaker REALLY BROKE 
THIS PLACE UP BADLY. i WONDER 
WHAT HE HAD AGAINST THIS 
eARTH gIGAS? oH YEA, Mr. Max 
GOT HIS GAUNTLET FROM 
HERE DIDN’T HE?

The tall, thin Magic Mage night elf  tamped an 
outrageously over-the-top Flaming staff  of  Flames into 
the sand. The Winter Fun Cowl, shadowing all but one 
over-large, wild, red eye, looked absolutely stifling in 
the radiating heat of  the desert. Heat that Roodg didn’t 
even seem to notice.
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Zing! Zing! The game alerted them that two more 
party members had logged in.

Game Explanation Text Box: …d-dare 
you… ENTER… the V-Va-Va…?! …*

Everyone executed the Wince Animation as the 
stuttering text trailed off  into a digital screech.

Palcath’s Text Box: Sorry lads, lasses, 
and Roodgs, had to grab a quick sand-
uh haunch of  boar and flagon of  ale! 
Got to keep up my strength!

Lissa used the Full body Eye-roll Animation.

Lissa’s Text Box: Give it a rest old man. 
#BeenThereDoneThatBoughtTheTShirt

Zing! Zing!

Game Explanation Text Box: …d-dare 
you… ENTER… the V-Va-Va…?! …*

Everyone executed the Wince Animation as the 
stuttering text trailed off  into a digital screech again.

Hippolyta’s Text Box: Alright! Are we 
going to do this or what?!

The Amazonian Sage fight elf  boomed, her 
massive bosoms heaving hypnotically in their pair of  
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brass breastsplates with etched patterns that spiralled 
out from the tips. Lisa shoved Palcath in the shoulder 
to break his eye contact with the mesmerizing melons.

Zal Finn IV's Text Box: Gha-lu-lugga-
ah…

The Poffle Princess Dancing Ninja Assassin 
generic default standard human with the glowing silky 
wing (singular)’s eyes were locked to the flouncing fun 
bags. Her tongue was hanging out and dripping drool.

Zing! Zing!

Game Explanation Text Box: …d-dare 
you… ENTER… the V-Va-Va…?! …*

Everyone executed the Wince Animation as the 
stuttering text trailed off  into a digital screech yet again.

In’ferni & De’vini had appeared and immediately 
began making out. Lisa shoved Palcath in the shoulder 
because his eyes were glazing over again. Hippolyta 
ogled for a moment and then turned to bash Zal Finn 
IV out of  her stupor with an overbearing boob, nearly 
knocking her over.

Zing! Zing!
Trev Terra & Jorthan the Male Troll Monk arrived 

and looked about curiously.

Game Explanation Text Box: …d-dare 
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you… ENTER… the V-Va-Va…?! …*

Everyone executed the Wince Animation as the 
stuttering text trailed off  into a digital screech again. 
Hopefully for the last time.

Jorthan the Male Troll Monk's Text 
Box: Mon Dieux! This place has so 
much dommage terrible and, how you 
say, sucks the bad one?

Jorthan’s homely troll face peered sadly about and 
his massive shoulders hunched further, his knuckles 
nearly touching the broken ground.

Trev Terra's Text Box: I… yes, it sucks 
bad, I mean, it’s horribly mangled, 
er… to say… yes, it IS very terribly 
damaged… Gosh!

The Geomancer Sprite Elf ’s hands went up to 
cover his mouth in the shocked and dismayed animation.

Anders’ Text Box: Who are we still 
waiting for?

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Text Box: Allow 
me to peruse my checklist… Yallundy 
and Glint announced they are off  on a 
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“romantic noir tour” to the Savannah 
Georgia American Prohibition 
Museum. I believe they have a passion 
for that era. Mr. Max briefly wrote 
something about “diving into the 
studio and laying down some wicked 
beats”. It sounds like Caution Step 
may be recording some new music? 
There are internet rumours of  a new 
expansion coming to Gentalia… We 
shall see. Wait, did anyone invite Kray?

Everyone used Shrug Animations, Distracted by 
Something in the Distance Animations, or Looking Innocent 
While Whistling and Kicking a Rock Animations. In’ferni & 
De’vini used Totally Into Kissing Each Other and Pretending 
They Didn’t Hear Dual Animations.

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Box Text: I did 
not receive word back from samuri…

Fournimer snorted, chocking back a laugh.

Palcath’s Text Box: I wouldn’t be 
surprised if  the poor lad is scared of  
running into Kray on here, lass. I don’t 
think we’ll see him for a while. You 
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know, we should let him know it’s OK 
to come back because none of  us want 
to invite that Kray lad back anyway. 
Oh, you mentioned the Prohibition 
Museum… Wasn’t that where granddad 
was going on vacation too, Fourni?

Fournimer’s Text Box: yea, Man. weird.

Hippolyta’s Text Box: OK! So, you 
called us all here: what’s the big 
surprise? You said we can somehow 
help fix this place? What does THAT 
mean?!

She planted her fists aggressively on her hips 
causing her jugs to give a jouncing jiggle. A brief  
scuffle broke out as ogling eyes were forcibly diverted 
by unaffected partners and friends.

Anders used the Clearing Your Throat to Make a Big 
Announcement Animation.

Anders’ Text Box: I have gathered you 
all here (to the scene of  the crime) 
because…

Anders used the Big Reveal Ta-Dah! Animation.
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Anders’ Text Box: I received an 
official email informing me I’ve been 
appointed as an Authorized Assistant 
Apprentice Administrator position 
to the Alpha Area of  Gentalia! 
Apparently, there was a desperate need 
for more Administrators…

Roodgs Text Box: bECAUSE THE 
ORIGINAL ONES PLANNED TO 
BLOW UP THE WORLD AND 
RESTART EVERYTHING! dUH! 
aRE YOU AUTHORIZED TO 
DEPUTIZE US OR SOMETHING?!

Anders used the Wind Taken Out of  Your Sails 
Animation.

Anders’ Text Box: Uh… well, 
actually…

The whole group broke out into Cheering Animations 
and In’ferni & De’vini even paused a moment to use 
a Look of  Wonder Dual Animation before plunging back 
into Excited Rapid Flicking Tongue Duelling Kiss Dual 
Animation. 

Anders’ Text Box: Wow, that was really 
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alliterative. Anyway! Here you go!

Anders hit SEND and sent the special code to their 
newly repaired Player Pagers. Instantly they leapt to 
activate their limited access Authorized Assistant to the 
Authorized Assistant Apprentice Administrator codes. 
Their avatars were briefly surrounded by an amber 
glow and a special, Administrative Zing! sounded in 
their TorTech headsets.

Anders’ Text Box: Alright everyone, 
to work! We’re going to start here as 
this is where Breaker wreaked the 
worst havoc and Gentalia is the most 
unstable.

Roodg’s Text Box: wAIT, NOT THE 
VOLCANO? i’D HAVE THOUGHT 
THAT WOULD BE THE MOST 
UNSTABLE!

Anders’ Text Box: You’d think, but 
that was in the other map and we’re 
responsible for restoring Alpha Area 
A.

With Agreeable Nodding Animations they carefully 
stepped into the cracked cavern.
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Breaker’s Text Box: Oh look, it’s 
Cornholio Danbareass in “The 13th 
Whorrior”. I thought I heard someone 
type my name! Oh, shit! Sorry guys, 
couldn’t resist.

Fournimer’s Text Box: what the…?

Anders grabbed the strangely blackened Gladiator 
Bow+ from its holster on his back and glared at it. 
Breaker was apparently still in the butter-basted thing.

Lissa’s Text Box: Joke’s on you 
#Dumbass, there’s only 12 of  us.

samuri’s Text Box: …

Zal Finn IV’s Text Box: I thought I 
sensed you 2 arrive. Hey, that would 
make him the 13th samuri warrier 
then…

Breaker’s Text Box: I fixed that damn 
screeching Game Explanation Text Box 
for you by the way. You’re welcome.

Anders’ Text Box: Why the holy hot 
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cross buns are you in my bow again?!

Breaker’s Text Box: Never left. Thought 
you of  all people would appreciate a 
back door.

If  a bow could use a snicker animation, this one did. 
Roodg used the Guffaw and Slap Your Thigh Animation.

Breaker’s Text Box: This bow was my 
last dummy account item. You guys 
destroyed the rest. But I will have my 
REVENGE! Prepare yourselves for 
utter…

If  a bow could use a Burst Into Laughter because I 
Cannot Continue the Ruse Animation, this one did.

Breaker’s Text Box: Just kidding. You 
should have seen the Animations on 
your faces! I won’t bug you any longer, 
I have group therapy in 15 or so. Totally 
not evil anymore! Step cautiously in 
here. All the best! See you in the next 
non-fan-fic sukkahs!

If  a bow could use a Wink and Finger Bang Animation, 
this one did. The black shaded bow lightened back to 
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rainbow shimmer.

Lissa’s Text Box: Does nobody 
stay dead in this damn game?! 
#SoFuckingSoFuckedUp!

Zal Finn IV’s Text Box: Well that 
was… unsweet.

With a group OMM Shake of  Their Heads Animation 
the team trekked cautiously onward while Zal Finn IV 
messaged samuri the code, making him glow amber for 
a moment and the special “Zing!” to sound.

It was a tight squeeze for poor Fornimer in many 
spots but somehow, with cautious use of  samuri’s 
sword, Palcath’s shield to brace, and Jorthan’s Male 
Troll Monk strength to shift pillars and rubble, they 
made it through. Unnoticed behind them, trailing at the 
end of  the party, In’ferni & De’vini’s vigorous making 
out was creating a soft amber glow that made cracks 
mend, tilting pillars slowly straighten, and rubble piles 
stabilize and trickle back into their former places.

The tunnel opened to a shattered landscape. 
The Earth Gigas’ valley was a dry, cracked riverbed 
in a narrow, gravy boat shaped area with high sandy 
hills. Broken palms, shredded scenic bushes, and 
what looked like the desiccated corpses of  stylized 
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Egyptian warriors in carapace-like armour were strewn 
everywhere. The centre of  the valley had a raggedly 
round, deep crater in the centre like a giant meteorite 
had punched into the earth. Above the crater, near the 
far end of  the valley where the sides met, a hill that 
might have once been a pyramid with the top third 
knocked off, was so badly damaged the graphics were 
laid bare to the wire frame. A flat, white circle moon 
glowed just to the upper left of  it in a flat black sky. 
There was a shimmer of  fritzing graphics where sky 
met the valley peaks.

Lissa’s Text Box: Oh man, this is so 
#SuperAllTheFuckedUp. If  I ever get 
my hands on Breaker again…!

Palcath’s Text Box: Now Lass, we did 
clasp him in manly embrace and he has 
seen the error of  his ways. We just need 
to figure out how to fix all this.

Trev Terra’s Text Box: That’s right! I 
mean, we can fix this, er… Can we fix 
this? I guess we’re able to fix this now 
with our special Admin ability-thingies 
but… how can we, um… How… how 
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do they work?

Roodg’s Text Box: i BET THEY’RE 
SEXY POWERS! aDMINISTATIVE 
SEXSPLOSIONS HERE I CUM! 
…wAIT, can I FIX SCENERY BY 
BLOWING IT UP…? hMMM… 
cONONDRUM…

Hippolyta’s Text Box: Of  all the… No! 
We can’t fix anything by blowing it up!

Anders’ Text Box: Let me double check 
the email if  there are any attachments.

Palcath raced Caëlahenãilenŵhei to research how 
administrative access worked. Hippolyta and Jorthan 
hoisted their tranced-out avatars to join Anders on 
Fournimer’s back. Unnoticed, as the party carefully 
picked their way along the dry river bed towards the 
cave, the desiccated corpses began to stir.

After a few minutes of  wandering and researching, 
the party arrived at the crater the dry river bed led to. 
Off  to the right of  the cavern, a giant stone head gazed 
sightlessly at the matte black sky from kohl lined eyes.

Anders’ Text Box: That’s weird, there’s 
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no instructions how to access special 
Admin menus or anything in the email.

Everyone except (Anders, Palcath, and 
Caëlahenãilenŵhei) jumped when Anders’ Text Box 
abruptly popped up. The creepy atmosphere of  the 
horribly damaged valley was getting to them.

Palcath’s Text Box: It’s weird lads, 
lasses, and Roodgs, it’s like there’s 
a conspiracy to keep people from 
knowing how Tornado Tech Admins 
access things.

Everyone (except Palcath and Caëlahenãilenŵhei) 
jumped and gasped when Palcath’s text box abruptly 
popped up. The creepy atmosphere was seriously 
getting to them.

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Text Box: It’s no 
good, how Tornado Tech Admins 
access their powers is not readily 
available even to researchers with 
Authorized Assistant to the Authorized 
Assistant Apprentice Administrators.

Everyone (except Caëlahenãilenŵhei) 
jumped, gasped and let out a tiny scream when 
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Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Text Box abruptly popped up. 
The creepy atmosphere was totally getting to them.

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Box Text: What?

Earth Gigas’ Severed Head’s 
Text Box: Behold the power of 
Earth! You Dared to Enter the 
Valley of the Queen? My many 
minions shall make quick work… Hey, 
where is everyone? 

Everyone (except the Earth Gigas’ Severed Head) 
jumped and screamed like little girls when the Earth 
Gigas’ Severed Head Text Box abruptly popped up. 
She rolled her kohl lined eyes over to them, oblivious 
of  her terrible Papyrus Font.

Earth Gigas’ Severed Head’s 
Text Box: What? Oh, there you 
are. Why are there so few of you? 
I shouldn’t have awoken from my 
slumber of the ancients… Wait, 
where’s my sarcophagus? Where’s 
my body?! Last thing I remember 
was that impudent ball of fire! I’m not 
vulnerable to fire!
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Palcath’s Text Box: Hm. It says here 
Lass, you’re vulnerable to Thunder.

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Text Box: 
Thunder?

Roodg’s Text Box: tHUNDER?!

samuri’s Text Box: Cath! Ho!

samuri’s incredibly long tongue shot out and 
sprayed a mangled scenic bush with spit as he called to 
the Nine Circles of  Hellcat. He waved enthusiastically 
and strode over to pet her. Trotting behind her came 
the All Seeing Eye Dog.

Earth Gigas’ Severed Head’s 
Text Box: Really? Light & Dark 
pets? You’d think someone would 
summon the Periodic Turtle 
of the Elements companion or 
necromance the Rapid Setting 
Quicksant familiar. Earth is best!

Unnoticed by almost everyone, the scenic bush 
samuri sprayed with saliva began to unshrivel and bud 
leaves.
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Earth Gigas’ Severed Head’s 
Text Box: Anyway enough of this 
foolishness. You’re a puny party, 
beneath my notice but now you’re 
ignoring me! This shall not stand!

Lissa’s Text Box: Like you? 
#NotSoUpStandingNowAreYou?

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Box Text: She 
certainly won’t win Upstanding Citizen 
of  the Year award like that.

Roodg’s Text Box: oOOOO SNAP! 
sHE DEEP IN dE nILE.

The Earth Gigas’ Severed Head’s kohl lined eyes 
rolled wildly.

Earth Gigas’ Severed Head’s 
Text Box: Such insolence! To me 
my minions!

From all over the valley shambled the desiccated 
Egyptian themed warrior corpses, hands and beetle 
wings outstretched. More burst from the sand of  the 
hills and the cracked clay of  the river banks.
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Multiple Egyptian Warrior Mummy 
Text Box: Yesss my queen!

Fournimer’s Text Box: ah! Mummies 
alive!!

Palcath’s Text Box: There are too many 
of  them! We need a plan lads, lasses, 
and Roodg!

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Text Box: Quick, 
Hippolyta, distract the Pharaoh Earth 
Gigas’ head with your… hypno-
headlamps…?

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s skin tone shot from her pale 
#1 on the colour scale spectrum to Blush Shade #6.

Hippolyta’s Text Box: Seriously?! My 
“h—

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Interuption Box 
Text: And Zal Finn IV, try and seize 
control of  these generic Mummy 
minions.

Palcath’s Text Box: I hate to say this, 
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but I think the only way we’re going to 
win this one L-

Roodg’s Interruption Text Box: iS 
WITH THE HOT SEXY POWERS! 
wOOO!!

Roodg flung off  hir clothes, swept Caela into a 
passionate embrace, tipped her back, and kissed her 
deeply. Caela’s glasses instantly steamed up as she 
unlocked Blush Shade #7.

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Box Text: Oh my 
Roodg-ness! 

Earth Gigas’ Severed Head's 
Text Box: What is this foolishness?! 
How dare you… you… Wow, what 
ARE you?

A kohl lined eye peered more intently at Roodg 
who was currently sporting hir vagina-over-cock 
configuration and a fine pair of  perky breasts. Roodg 
paused in hir kissing to help undo the fasteners of  
Caela’s robes.

Roodg’s Text Box: dUH, i’M rOODG!

The head regarded her with distracted interest.
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Earth Gigas’ Severed Head's 
Text Box: Huh, you sure are…

Hippolyta stomped her foot indignantly causing a 
shockwave to travel all the way up her body and to her 
chest which bounced up and down and up and down…

Hippolyta’s Text Box: Hey Lady, if  you 
like that so much, check out these!

Hippolyta took a Deep Breath Animation and her 
enormous breasts swelled alarmingly and suddenly 
burst out of  her barely restraining breastsplates. The 
two brass bowls with spiral designs shot off  in opposite 
directions as the tiny connecting chain link finally gave 
up. If  a breastsplates tiny connecting chain link could 
have a Text Box it would say…

Breastsplates Tiny Connecting Chain 
Link’s Text Box: [Oh for Makers’ sakes, 
SO done.]

Lissa dove in front of  Palcath and Fournimer in 
front of  Zal Finn to keep them from getting distracted 
by the full force of  Hippolyta’s hypno-helium balloons.

Palcath’s Text Box: All-alright, I’m fun 
bags-I mean fine, I’m fine! I think we 
need to charge up Anders’ breasts, I 
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mean powers again. I totally meant 
powers. Lads and Lickses.

Lissa’s Text Box: #OhIDontThinkSo! 
Not you Mr. Lick-Lad. You keep that 
Vibro-Cock for me! We’re gonna 
distract the hell out of  this bitch!

Palcath’s Text Box: Yes Ma’am.

Lissa pulled Palcath over to the eye Roodg had 
previously been distracting (until Roodg got caught 
in the vortex of  fully unleashed Hippolyta) and began 
ripping off  his armour.

Trev Terra’s Text Box: Uh, what did 
he mean by last time, I mean, your 
powers… What can you do… Um… 
What did you do last time?

Jorthan the Male Troll Monk’s Text 
Box: Gha-lu-lugga-ah… Ç’est quoi?

Trev Terra had grabbed Jorthan’s huge hands and 
placed them on his ears. The Male Troll Monk had 
been transfixed by Caela’s extreme listeners and was 
drooling mindlessly. Gently caressing his boyfriend’s 
elf  points brought Jorthan back to awareness.
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Anders’ Text Box: We have to get away 
from these Mummies! Oh crumbling 
crumpet crumbs, quick, into the cave.

Trev Terra’s Text Box: And from the 
ears!

Fournimer’s Text Box: uh…

Under cover of  flying clothes & armour pieces, 
buzzes, gasps, and oddly, someone creating a rather 
convincing sound of  a motorboat engine, Anders, 
Fournimer, Trev Terra, and Jorthan dodged Mummies 
and ears and finally snuck into the cave past the 
furiously scissoring lesbi-twins.

The cave led deeper than they expected and was 
strangely ridged along the walls and floor. In the soft 
glow of  Anders’ rainbow bow they finally discovered 
what lay at the end of  the tunnel.

The Earth Gigas’ giant stone body was flattened 
out against the back wall, strangely distorted and 
melted. Almost wider than it was tall, the arms tried 
to modestly cover the enormous mounds of  stone of  
the Rubenesque figure. All four shuddered and moved 
back slightly so the light of  the bow didn’t cast directly 
on it.
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Fournimer’s Text Box: so, Trev! 
Jorthan! what are your sexy powers 
again?

Jorthan held up his clenched hands.

Jorthan the Male Troll Monk's Text 
Box: The fists, they… fist! Like train of  
the steam they pump in and out. Also 
create the… how you say? Pulse? Wave 
of  shock?

Fournimer used the Eye’s Bug Out Expression and 
Anders remembered the Forest of  Onn and the 
pummeling of  Assil, the Purple Dragon of  Darkness.

Anders’ Text Box: Trev?

Trev Terra’s Text Box: Uuuuuhhhh…
uuhh-uuuh-uuuh…

Jorthan the Male Troll Monk’s Text 
Box: Oh! Trev makes le guyser de 
sperme! Ç’est fantastique! So much… 
plus de sperme! Like… la rivière!

Anders & Fournimer’s Simultaneous 
Text Box: Oh? oh… Ohhhh!
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Both used the Confused but Finally Getting it 
Expression while Trev Terra nearly burst Blush Shade 
#9.

Fournimer’s Text Box: so what’s the 
plan?

Anders was at a loss of  what to do and checked 
his Status Page by accident. There he saw it, his Admin 
Activation Button. He didn’t even need to contemplate 
where it would actually be, as he was an expert on his 
own buttons.

Anders’ Text Box: Biscuits. I found 
my activation button and it is exactly 
where you’d think. It says I will need a 
lot of  Poundin’ Activation and Mana 
Points to make it work.

Fournimer’s Text Box: I guess I’ll need 
to help you… um… get busy with 
the… uh…

Anders’ Text Box: OK, I’ll see if  I can’t 
activate my Assistant Admin abilities 
with my um… love muffins… powers 
with uh… Fournimer’s… h-help. If  I 
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need any…button pushing or magic 
assistance we may need to call on you…

Anders’ Blush Shade rose almost as high as Trev’s. 
Fournimer tried to hold back the Snicker Animation.

Fournimer’s Text Box: ass-istance. 
right! Jorthan… hmm… how about Mr. 
Fister? no? never-mind. Man helped 
out Anders with his Vibro-Cock. think 
your f…fingers could do something 
similar? if  I can’t trigger his… Admin 
button? don’t worry, I think I can 
handle it. oh, and hey Stutters, I mean 
Trev, if  Anders needs to absorb a bit 
more… um… think you’re up for the 
task? I’m pretty sure I’ve got it covered 
though.

Fournimer used the Puffed Out Chest with Heroically 
Flowing Scarf Animation. Jorthan used the Looking 
Confused and Trying to Understand English with a Furrowed 
Brow Animation while Trev’s Text Box was overflowing 
with “u”s, “h”s, and ellipses. Anders Blush Shade dialled 
up to #9 to match Trev’s.

Anders’ Text Box: I guess we should 
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get started then…

And shyly slid off  his Gladiator Pants(s).
Jorthan used the Lightbulb Over Head Expression.

Jorthan the Male Troll Monk’s Text 
Box: Oh! Le Sexe!

Immediately Jorthan’s eyes were darting between 
Anders’ luscious elf  bits… and now-naked booty 
Trev stopped leaning on the “u” and “h” keys on 
his keyboard and just stared with glazed-over eyes. A 
tent appeared in his knee length tunic and a glistening 
trickle of  moisture began to drip down the fabric.

Fournimer’s Text Box: okay you two, 
go keep an eye out for Mummies. we’ll 
call you if  we need… anything.

He waved at them to turn away and Anders’ Blush 
Shade tried to go up another notch but couldn’t.

Trev and Jorthan just managed to stop themselves 
from popping up dual Text Box Gha-lu-lugga-ahs. 
They abruptly turned to each other and Jorthan took 
Trev’s hands in his own large ones.

Trev Terra’s Text Box: Um…

Jorthan the Male Troll Monk’s Text 
Box: Shh… shh… Mon petit lutin, 
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though my eyes may wander, mon 
coeur- my heart is truly for you. No 
matter how many long and sweet lutin 
ears I see… I always shall return to 
yours.

Trev Terra’s Text Box: Plus he has a 
rocking ass!

Trev and Jorthan mysteriously froze gazing deeply 
into each other’s eyes. (In real life they leaned over and 
kissed intensely enough to put In’ferni & De’vini to 
shame.)

Fournimer and Anders achieved full penetration.

Anders’ Text Box: I think I can feel it 
hitting the button!

Anders’ eyes were rolled so far back in his head 
that Fournimer wondered if  he might be trying to see 
it too.

Anders’ Text Box: You’re so close! Yes, 
keep doing that!

Fournimer grunted in agreement as he worked 
his big giraffe sized centaur cock into Anders’ slick 
elf  hole. After 5 rapid rounds of  rutting Fournimer 
unloaded into his lover’s tingly elf  tunnel.
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Suddenly a glowing amber "Λ-" appeared above 
Anders’ head as he cried out in pleasure and his elf  
seed splashed on the cave floor. A slight tremor shook 
the cavern jolting Trev and Jorthan and breaking their 
gaze.

Trev Terra’s Text Box: Did you do it? 
I mean, of  course, you just did it… 
what I meant to say… did you work it? 
Oh no, that’s not what… did it work? 
Is that what that glowing… Lambda… 
minus…?

Anders quickly covered his elf  bits with his 
discarded kilt in embarrassment while Fournimer 
pulled up a hind leg to hide his retreating centaur dick.

Anders’ Text Box: I’m not sure…

Anders pointed at the grotesquely flattened Gigas’ 
body.

Anders’ Text Box: Repair! Fix! Heal! …
Rebuild?

They waited. Nothing happened except echoing 
moans, cries of  pleasure, the sound of  slapping flesh, 
and some odd dry, clacking sounds from outside the 
cave.
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Fournimer’s Text Box: I wonder 
how they’re doing out there? I hope 
everyone’s OK…

~~~

Outside the cave Roodg had pulled Caela on top 
of  hir and Caela was riding Roodg’s cock like a cowgirl, 
her mouthgina tongue fucking Roodg’s upper vagina 
furiously. Lissa and Palcath were taking it slow and 
were only on the second setting of  their Auto-Fuck 
Pussy and Vibro-Penis, though with their competitive 
natures, it didn’t stay there long. Zal-Finn IV’s head 
was buried between Hippolyta’s enormous pillows, her 
hand working between the fight elf ’s powerful thighs, 
while the Amazon’s hands flailed about (with flail in 
hand) casting debuff ’s at minions and the Earth Gigas’ 
head in wild ecstasy.

The Egyptian warrior minions were all coming 
under Zal-Finn IV’s sex orgy powers, forming an ever 
widening circle of  kama sutra corpses.

In’ferni and Di’vini had each other well in hand.

~~~
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Fournimer’s Text Box: I’m sure they’re 
fine. I guess it’s on to plan B?

Anders’ Text Box: I’m sorry Fournimer. 
It felt like you almost reached it…

Fournimer shrugged and sadly turned away.

Fournimer’s Text Box: yea, things are 
never that easy are they? stupid E.E. 
Lynn and her stupid sex coding. I guess 
you’re up next Homely Hot.

Trev Terra’s Text Box: I’m still not sure 
how I feel about this… but if  you’re 
OK, I guess I’m OK… It’s to save the 
world and everything… and oh boy, it’s 
super sexy, I mean it’s not in real life or 
anything… It’s just video game fun… 
right?

Jorthan the Male Troll Monk’s Text 
Box: I feel all the love for you my petit 
lutin. If  my finger pulse can reach his 
button, we can restore the world.

Trev Terra’s Text Box: A… alright…
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Jorthan swept one long, muscle bound arm around 
Trev and pulled him into a passionate kiss. With a 
dramatic release, he strode to Anders, gently laid him 
back onto one of  the Gigas’ broken off  feet and slid 
his thick fingered hand between Anders’ thighs.

Jorthan the Male Troll Monk’s Text 
Box: I shall go slow.

Anders nodded OK and gasped as Jorthan tested 
his tunnel with a meaty forefinger. Slick from his 
previous mating, the finger slid smoothly in to the first 
knuckle. The unexpected lack of  resistance caused the 
finger to send out a pulse which was answered by a 
frisson of  tingles.

Anders’ and Jorthan the Male Troll 
Monk’s Simultanous Text Box: Ohhh!

Anders’ Text Box: Put another finger 
in there, I think you might be able to 
reach it!

Jorthan slid his middle finger into Anders causing 
a pulse from that finger which awoke another wave of  
tingling that caused both fingers to pulsate in response.

Anders’ Text Box: More! I can feel it!

Jorthan slid his ring finger in which caused more 
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pulses and more tingling.

Anders’ Text Box: Nearly there! 
Another!

The meaty troll pinky finger worked its way in 
there too causing more pulses and tinglings.

Anders’ Text Box: I’m so close! Give 
it to me!

Jorthan’s eyes widened in amazement as he slid 
his massive thumb in with the rest. Anders greedy elf  
booty took his whole hand up to the wrist. A massive 
shock wave pulsed from his hand and the pleasurable 
tingling caused his fist to start pistoning.

Jorthan the Male Troll Monk’s Text 
Box: Mon dieu!

Anders writhed in pleasure as shock wave after 
shock wave pulsed through his body.

Anders’ Text Box: Oh I’m gonna…! 
Aaaahhh!

Suddenly Anders had “ΛAΛ” appear over his 
head and he shot an elf  load over his shoulder. No-
one noticed as it splattered on the belly of  the splayed 
Gigas’ body and trickled down between her legs 
causing another brief  earthquake. Fournimer and Trev 
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had clasped hands with each other and were looking 
on anxiously.

Fournimer's Text Box: did it work? is 
that it?

Trev looked nervous, the tented front of  his tunic 
wet with pre-cum.

Anders’ Text Box: Uh… Almost? It 
feels like something is still missing… 
No, don’t move yet!

Jorthan had been about to pull his fist out.

Trev Terra’s Text Box: I… The 
“Lambda minus” is now “Lambda 
A Lambda”. I guess when you get… 
uhhh… P-pleasured, you get a Lambda 
and when you get f-filled, you get 
a dash? That means you need three 
“A”s…?

Fournimer’s Text Box: well, looks like 
you’re up, spunky! if  anyone can fill 
him enough to turn those A-frames 
into A plusses it’s you.

Fournimer gently pushed Trev forward.
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Trev Terra’s Text Box: Uh, Jorthan… 
can you help me… I mean, can we… 
uh… do it… together?

Jorthan’the Male Troll Monk’s Text 
Box: Mais oui mon coeur! Of  course!

He swept Trev in with his free arm while Trev 
frantically tugged up his pre-cum soaked tunic. Trev’s 
eager and dripping cock pushed in beside Jorthan’s 
thick wrist in Anders’ extended elf  hole. The extra 
pressure and juices set off  a new wave of  tingles in 
Anders’ end which cause another pulse to surge from 
Jorthan’s hand.

Trev Terra’s Text Box: Oh myyyyyyy!!! 
Take my mega load, elf  slut!

Jorthan braced Trev Terra’s bucking buttocks with 
his free hand and a long, thick finger wedged between 
the cheeks, covering Trev’s tiny pucker and reaching to 
just behind his balls. A soft, massaging pulse from the 
finger began in rhythm to Trev’s urgent thrusts. Trev 
reached up and grabbed Jorthan’s troll jug-ears, pulling 
him down into a passionate kiss.

Fournimer refused to be outdone in the kissing 
department and dropped down to snog Anders like 
he’d never been kissed before. Explosions of  rainbow 
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coloured hearts flew around them as Trev arched 
his back and blasted load after load of  elf  cum into 
Anders while Jorthan’s pumping fist milked out every 
drop into Anders’ love canal. The resulting waves of  
spunk combined with the seismic blast from Jorthan’s 
fist, brought Anders to his most massive climax yet 
and a fountain of  rainbow cum worthy of  Trev’s best 
efforts sprayed from his straining elf  cock. Above his 
head a full “AAAAA” bloomed in glowing letters as his 
butt absorbed more more more.

Zing!!!

Game Explanation's Text Box: 
Authorized Assistant Apprentice 
Administrator Anders achievement 
unlocked!

World rebuilding begun!
The walls of  the cave suddenly heaved, spilling 

them and the Earth Gigas body out in the midst of  
the wild orgy. The earth tremors rolled the head to the 
neck and rainbow cum droplets rained down on them 
all. Broken and crushed portions of  the Earth Gigas’ 
body rejoined. The Mummy minions began to fill out 
their armour again. The land began to heal.

The Earth Gigas ran her hands down her body 
in wonder at its restored, nude form. She shifted 
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her legs to stand, spilling Anders off  her foot and 
knocking Jorthan off  balance. Flailing in surprise, 
Jorthan stumbled forward and the hand covered in 
elf  juices slid into her vagina up to his shoulder, the 
other landing smack on her clitoris. A whole series of  
powerful shock waves blasted from his fisting monk 
fists, causing a cascade of  orgasms to shake her entire 
body. With a flash of  amber light she turned into a 
Gigas-shaped mound of  sand and flowed out all over 
the valley, restoring the temples and pyramid to their 
former glory.  Her giant stone sarcophagus reformed 
around her restored and reclothed body within the 
pyramid. Her many servants were revived in an instant, 
but were still undead.

Creature Name: Earth Gigas

Class: Gigas A

Level: 98 (Requires 100 avatars to be present 
to spawn)

Special Attacks: Gigas Quake, Gigas Tremble, 
Gigas Spawn, Gigas Gape, Gigas Rumble, 
Gigas A

Drops: Earth Gigas Gauntlet (only for avatar 
that gets last strike)
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First Player Encounter Notes: A rocky start 
but a tremendous battle fellow adventurers! 
Watch out for the waves of  minions! – Mr. Max
Additional Comments: Pardonez moi! Je ne 
voulais pas toucher son plotte! – Jorthan the 
Male Troll Monk

Jorthan stared in wonder at the massive glove 
covering his troll fist.

Anders’ Text Box: Gha-lu-lugga-ah…

Fournimer blocked Anders’ view with his hand.

Fournimer’s Text Box: oh no you don’t! 
well… at least until we’ve had more “us 
time” and he’s had more “them time” 
with Trev.

The various copulating couples helped each other 
up and stared about in wonder at the beauty their 
fucking had restored to the valley. Except for Di’vini 
and In’ferni who were still making out of  course. 
Where there had been a dry trench in the ground, now 
gently flowed a river filled with water lilies. The banks 
were lined with palms and scenic bushes.

All Seeing Eye Dog scampered out from behind 
the first scenic bush restored by samuri’s healing spit 
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and yipped, followed by a mewing Seven Circles of  
Hellcat and samuri himself, who was waving a scenic 
stick.

samuri’s Text Box: …

He stopped abruptly, turned to Blush Shade #9 
and turned back to face the bush as the elemental pets 
rushed back to comfort him.

Zal Finn IV's Text Box: Oh sweetness! 
Sorry samuri, I guess we’d best get 
dressed…

Everyone hurried to restore their clothing. Hippolyta 
was having trouble getting her breastsplates back on 
as the link refused to reconnect them. With careful 
application of  Palcath’s newly implemented crafting 
ability and Trev’s buffing spells the Hippolyta-tas were 
put to bed as much as they ever could be.

Anders’ Text Box: We did good work 
team.

Fournimer’s Text Box: yea, we sure 
worked it, didn’t we? lol!

Roodg's Text Box: wORKED LIKE A 
CHARM!
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Roodg gave a huge Wink Animation to Caela who 
only straightened her skirt.

Palcath’s Text Box: Yea Fourn, we 
showed those beetle mummies a thing 
or two!

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Text Box: You know 
that their armour was based on the scarab 
carvings and art from Ancient Egypt? 
It’s fascinating how the dung beetle was 
considered sacred as they cleaned up 
waste filth and used it to create new life. 
It’s a fitting metaphor for the restoration 
of  this place. It really is beautiful. You 
know, E.E. Lynn did come up with some 
brilliant ideas in spite of  her twisted 
fetishes. Wait, I wonder what this fetish 
would have been…?

Caëlahenãilenŵhei’s Box Text: Oh 
crap.

Lissa’s Text Box: #HolyScheisse! I’m 
out! We do NOT want to be here when 
this level re-spawns!
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Everyone quickly slammed the log out button. 
Except for In’ferni and Di’vini who were still making 
out, as usual.

Zing!

Kray’s Text Box: Hey, lesbitwins, where 
is everyone? Kay, I thought I saw Sami-
guy logged in? What, did everyone just 
leave? Kay, whatever! They’re all fat 
anyway.

Game Explanation Text Box: DARE 
YOU ENTER THE VALLEY OF 
THE EARTH GIGAS?

Kray’s Text Box: Kay, what’s with the 
butts? I’m not a top, I’m a bottom, 
kay, and have the tightest elf  hole ever. 
Not into va-jay-jay either, lady. Show 
me cock and get that bootie out of  my 
face, kay…?

Three horrified scream text boxes filled the screen as 
log out buttons were frantically mashed and, from afar, 
the All Seeing Eye Dog described their comeuppance 
to the wickedly purring with schadenfreude Nine 
Circles of  Hellcat.
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◊� In The End… ◊�
I mean… THE END (In you end-o?)

Roodg's Text Box: fINALLY! i GOT 
ME SOME SWEET LIGHT ELF 
ACTION!



Want to read more about Anders and his sexy 
adventures? You can!

But be sure to read the Anders’ Quest Series 
where he is the protagonist!

For more exciting adventures you can always visit the 
Annals of  Gentalia official website (and later delete your 

browser history) and see what is up! 

www.annalsofgentalia.wordpress.com

http://www.annalsofgentalia.wordpress.com



